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1. INTRODUCTION
The Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS)
is a real-time numerical weather prediction (NWP)
capability covering Antarctica and the high southern
latitudes (Powers et al. 2012). While its primary
mission is to provide guidance for the weather
forecasters of the U.S. Antarctic Program, it also
assists a wide range of international programs. In
addition, AMPS supports researchers, students, and
field campaigns. AMPS’s main forecast model is the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model
(Skamarock et al. 2008; Powers et al. 2017) that has
polar physics enhancements (Bromwich et al. 2013).
AMPS also, however, runs the global Model for
Prediction Across Scales (MPAS) (Skamarock et al.
2012).
To promote international research toward improved
weather prediction services for the polar regions, the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is leading
the Polar Prediction Project (PPP) (
http://www.polarprediction.net/). A cornerstone
activity of the PPP is the Year of Polar Prediction
(YOPP) program, and this includes the YOPPSouthern Hemisphere effort focused on the high
southern latitudes and coordinated by D. Bromwich of
The Ohio State University (Jung et al. 2016).
Running from 2017 to 2019, the YOPP features
Special Observing Periods (SOPs) of coordinated
intensive atmospheric measurement aimed to
supplement routine weather observations and bolster
polar observational coverage. A goal of the YOPP
observing efforts is to improve atmospheric prediction
capabilities over both polar regions, and one path to
this is through NWP experiments applying the SOP
observations.
The YOPP-SH SOP will run from November 16,
2018–February 15, 2019. There will be extra surface
observations and additional radiosonde launches from
various sites (e.g., 4/day from Neumayer and Dumont
D’Urville stations), and the number of Southern
Ocean drifting buoys will more than double. These
extra observations will enhance the high-latitude
atmospheric database for both meteorological
analysis and NWP.

Summarized here are the plans to use AMPS to
exploit the SOP data in furtherance of the goals of the
PPP and YOPP-SH. Specifically, in a collaboration of
the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) and The Ohio State University, the AMPS
framework will be used to investigate the impact of
the SOP observations on Antarctic numerical
forecasts. The study will consist of WRF data
assimilation (DA) experiments incorporating the SOP
measurements while testing different assimilation
approaches. The core experiments will involve
parallel simulations first ingesting the routine weather
observations and then adding the SOP observations.
As resources allow, the study will also look at the
impact of observations from the Ocean Observatories
Initiative (OOI) Global Southern Ocean (GSO)
mooring (http://oceanobservatories.org/array/globalsouthern-ocean) at 55°S, 90°W. The main aims of
the effort are to determine the effects the YOPP-SH
enhanced polar observations and to examine new DA
approaches in AMPS for improved Antarctic
prediction.
2. MODEL EXPERIMENTS
a. AMPS Operational Setups
AMPS’s current WRF configuration is shown in Fig. 1.
This has two outer model forecast grids of 24- and 8km horizontal grid spacing (Fig. 1(a)), with the 8-km
nest covering the Antarctic continent. Finer, 2.67-km
grids cover the Ross Sea/Ice Shelf sector and the
Antarctic Peninsula (Fig. 1(b)). An innermost nest
over the Ross Island region has 0.89-km spacing (Fig.
1(b)). The main AMPS forecasts use this 5-domain
setup for deterministic predictions. AMPS also runs
an ensemble of WRF with a set of 15 forecasts on the
24- and 8-km grids. The ensemble members are
initialized from NCEP’s Global Ensemble Forecasting
System (GEFS; Zhou et al. 2017). The ensemble is
used for predictive guidance as well as for providing
error covariance input to the hybrid data assimilation
method used for the main AMPS deterministic runs.
b. Experiment Overview
The experiment framework consists of parallel WRF
simulations applying different observation sets and

DA procedures. Table 1 (at end) summarizes the
experiments, detailed below. The first configuration
focus is the datasets used. In these tests, the control
configuration assimilates the operational set of
observations (described below), those available prior
to the SOP. In contrast, the SOP configuration adds
the SOP observations to these. The second
configuration target is the DA process. These tests
vary the techniques for generating the DA input, while
using both the standard and SOP datasets.
The experiments will be done in two different settings.
A first set of experiments will consist of WRF
forecasts over two-week periods in the early, middle,
and late phases of the SOP. These will use the two
outer AMPS domains (Fig. 1(a)). These run periods
will reveal effects emerging over longer timescales
and impact sensitivity to evolving seasonal regimes—
austral spring, summer, and late summer. For these
period tests, statistical verifications of forecast
parameters will be the focus.

(a)

Shelf/Sea and Antarctic Peninsula grids. .89-km
McMurdo region grid also shown
A second set of experiments targets significant
weather events. These will consist of higherresolution (i.e., finer than 8-km) simulations of cases
within the SOP that affect operations at the main U.S.
Antarctic station areas. Candidates are strong
cyclones affecting McMurdo Station and Palmer
Station, blowing snow events at South Pole, and
medevacs or incidents involving planes or ships
around the continent.
As resources allow, we will also assess the impact of
observations from the GSO mooring located at
approximately 55°S, 90°W
(http://oceanobservatories.org/array/global-southernocean) (Fig. 2). The data from this platform will be
added in DA experiments, and the focus will be on the
Antarctic Peninsula to southern South America region
to assess the influence of this unique Southern Ocean
asset.

Fig. 2: The Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI)
Global Southern Ocean (GSO) mooring in the
southeastern Pacific Ocean just northwest of Drake
Passage.
c. Data Assimilation Approaches

(b)
Fig. 1: AMPS WRF forecast grids. (a) 24- and 8-km
grids, with finer, regional nests shown. 24- and 8-km
grids will be run for the forecast experiments and in
the ensembles supporting the DA experiments. (b) 8km Antarctic continental and 2.67-km Ross Ice

Currently, the DA system used in AMPS is WRFDA
(the WRF data assimilation system) (Barker et al.
2012), and it applies a hybrid 3-dimensional
ensemble/variational approach (3DEnVar) (Wang et
al. 2008). For model initialization the firstguess/background fields come from analyses from the
Global Forecasting System (GFS), the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction’s global
atmospheric model (NOAA 2003). The hybrid
3DEnVar approach blends static background error
(BE) covariances calculated from previous WRF
forecasts with flow-dependent covariances derived
from the forecasts of the AMPS ensemble. The
hybrid system thus incorporates a measure of flowdependent information into the assimilation process.

The operational DA process in AMPS presents an
issue for the planned testing in that, because the SOP
observations will be transmitted to the GTS, the GFSderived background fields will have included the data.
To avoid this, WRF forecasts themselves will be used
as the backgrounds. This will employ cycling, in
which a new analysis is performed every 6 h using the
previous 6-h WRF forecast as the background.
3DEnVar will be used for the initializations of these
cycled WRF runs, but there will be two variations in
the approaches for their BE generation (described
below). The WRF forecasts to be analyzed for data
impact will be those initialized at 0000 and 1200 UTC.
They will extend to five days to reveal the influences
over the usual AMPS forecast period.
The basic set of observations to be assimilated is that
currently ingested in AMPS: surface data (AWS,
SYNOP, METAR); upper-air soundings; aircraft
observations; ship and buoy observations;
geostationary and polar-orbiting satellite AMVs
(atmospheric motion vectors); GPS radio occultations;
and AMSU (Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit)
radiances. The SOP observations will be gathered
from the real-time GTS feeds, and for the data
assimilation experiment, the set of SOP observations
will be added to the control data (Table 1).
The DA tests will both use 3DEnVar, but two different
approaches will be used for the ensemble
contribution. Furthermore, instead of 15 members as
in the operational AMPS ensemble, the testing
ensembles will use have at least 40 members
generating short (i.e., 6-h) forecasts. The purpose of
the increased ensemble size is to have a more robust
system, one capturing more spread and providing a
better EnKF approximation to the theoretical Kalman
filter solution, as BE covariances are better estimated
from the use of larger ensembles. A goal of this
approach testing is to explore whether a different
procedure can be applied to improve AMPS in
furtherance of the PPP and YOPP.
(i) Approach 1: Hybrid DA Using a GEFS-based
WRF Ensemble
AMPS employs the hybrid 3DEnVar DA approach that
uses elements of both variational and ensemble DA
techniques (Wang et al. 2008). While 3DVAR relies
on a static covariance model to specify the BEs, the
hybrid system uses a combination of static BE
covariances plus BE covariances estimated from an
ensemble, with the latter introducing flow-dependent
error estimates. The current configuration of the
hybrid in AMPS uses an even weighting of the static
and ensemble BE covariances.
The first DA approach will use 3DEnVar taking its
ensemble input from a GEFS-based WRF ensemble
as in AMPS (Fig. 3(a)). However, as noted above,
the ensemble used will contain at least 40 members,
instead of 15. We note that if the SOP observations

are ingested for the GEFS analyses, our ensemble
members would have some connection to SOP
information. However, this would be an attenuated
link. First, while the GEFS analyses will be used to
initialize WRF model ensemble members (Fig. 3(a)),
over the 6-h forecast periods, the model will move
away from analysis states. Second, the GEFS
members themselves reflect perturbed analyses, and
are thus pulled away from the initial data, reflecting
influences other than the data’s assimilation.
(ii) Approach 2: Hybrid DA Using a Stand-Alone
WRF Ensemble
In the second approach (Fig. 3(b)), for the ensemble
contribution to the hybrid DA, the WRF ensemble will
itself be cycled, rather than using GEFS for member
backgrounds. Furthermore, the initialization of its
members will include DA using an Ensemble Kalman
Filter (EnKF) approach (Houtekamer and Zhang
2016). EnKF DA has the potential to be a superior
method for generating flow-dependent BE
covariances.
Here, the members of the WRF ensemble will be
continuously cycled and updated every 6h via EnKF
DA (Fig. 3(b)) using NCAR’s Data Assimilation
Research Testbed (DART) (Anderson et al. 2009).
DART is an NCAR community facility that supports
ensemble-based DA research and provides an EnKF
DA capability for updating ensemble members with
observations. The primary benefit of continuouslycycling EnKF DA is the production of dynamicallyconsistent initial ensembles that more accurately
represent BEs than an external model. Applying
DART here offers the potential for improved DA for
AMPS via time-evolving, flow-dependent, betterestimated BE statistics which should benefit the
hybrid analyses and support improved forecasts (see,
e.g., Schwartz et al. 2015). In addition, DART has
methods to apply covariance inflation and lateral
boundary condition perturbations (see Torn et al.
2006) that will be applied to each ensemble member
to maintain appropriate ensemble spread.
In this approach, the only use of GEFS members is
for WRF ensemble BCs, which will be perturbed. As
in the first experiment, the 0000 and 1200 UTC hybrid
analyses generated will initialize deterministic, 5-day
WRF forecasts for verification. Figure 3 illustrates the
two paths for the DA process in the experiments.

observations and YOPP-SH SOP observations are
ingested in initializing WRF forecasts. The study will
examine the impact of adding the SOP data in
forecasts of sub-seasonal periods as well as in
specific weather events. The aims are to understand
the potential benefits to polar NWP of the enhanced
Southern Hemisphere meteorological data and to
advance the data assimilation component of AMPS,
with the latter ultimately providing improved Antarctic
predictions for the USAP and for international
activities across the Ice.
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Table 1: YOPP-SH SOP Data Assimilation Experiments
STD= Current operational standard observations
SOP= YOPP-SH Special Observing Period observations
Experiment
Control
SOP
Control_Cycle
SOP_Cycle

Obs Assimilated
STD
STD + SOP
STD
STD + SOP

DA Process and Ensemble BE Generation
6-h WRF model forecasts initialized from GEFS analyses (Fig. 3a)
6-h WRF model forecasts initialized from GEFS analyses (Fig. 3a)
6-h WRF model forecasts produced from continuously cycling DA (Fig. 3b)
6-h WRF model forecasts produced from continuously cycling DA (Fig. 3b)

